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Extended 4 X 4 Grids
P. H. FISHER
In this paper we show that there are exactly 6 extended 4 x 4 grids. The 4 locally 4 x 4 grid
graphs , the 4-uniform E.G.Q . (3, I) , and the twisted half ( ~) Johnson geometry. We also give a
geometric construction of the twisted half ( ~) Johnson geometry.
1. INTRODUcrION
An extended 4 x 4 grid is a finite, connected, point , block incidence structure g, such
that for any point P the residue [/p (that is, points joined to P, blocks that contain P) is
a 4 x 4 grid (a generalized quadrangle of order (3, 1)). Clearly, [/ has 5 (8) points
(blocks) incident with any block (point), whereas 2 points (blocks) are incident with 0
or 2 (0, 1, or 2) blocks (points).
For any anti-flag (P, y) of g, let e be the number of points on y joined to P. It is well
known that e is always even and hence has possible values 0, 2 or 4.
Let r be the point graph of [/ (that is, the graph the vertices of which are the points
of [/, with 2 vertices adjacent iff they are joined in g ). Again, it is well known that rp
(that is, the induced subgraph of vertices adjacent to a vertex P) is the point graph of a
4 x 4 grid iff e = 0 or 2. In this situation [/ is said to be a locally 4 x 4 grid graph.
The classification of all locally 4 x 4 grid graphs by Blokhuis and Brouwer [1]
motivates this paper in which we investigate the situation in which e = 4 occurs.
2. PRELIMINARIES
LEMMA 2.1 [2]. Let (P, y) be an anti-flag of [/. Then the number of points on y
joined to P is even. Moreover, there is a pairing on these points, each pair lying on a
unique block containing P.
Let Ap,Q be the number of points joined to both P and Q, where P and Q are points
that are joined.
LEMMA 2.2. Ap,Q = 6, 10 or 12.
PROOF. P and Q are joined by 2 blocks that meet only in P and Q. These 2 blocks
contain 6 points joined to P and Q; furthermore, every other block on P or Q contains
exactly one of these 6 points . Removing these 2 blocks from [/p leaves a 3 x 3 grid in
[/p. Since e = 0, 2 or 4, Q is joined to 0 or 2 points on each block of this grid, which
gives a further 0, 4 or 6 points joined to both P and Q. 0
PROPOSITION 2.3. Ap.Q = 6 for all pairs iff g is a locally 4 x 4 grid graph.
PROOF. Let (P, y) be an anti-flag with e = 4 and let Q be a point on y joined to P.
Then P is joined to 2 points on y that are not on blocks containing both P and Q.
Following Lemma 2.2 we must have Ap,Q > 6. 0
Let A be a point of [/, and let the following be a representation of the 8 blocks
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containing A :
{A BCDP}
{AEFGP}
{A EH IJ}
{A FK LM}
{AGNOQ}
{A BH KN}
{A C I L O}
{ADJMQ}
If A.A,P = 12 then, from Lemma 2.2 , P is joined to 4 points on all blocks on A , that
do not contain P.
LEMMA 2.4. Let A.A ,P = 12. If Y is a block containing A but not P, then the 2 blocks
containing P that meet y in 2 points meet in P only.
PROOF. {A C I L O} is a block containing A but not P. P is joined to A and Con
this block by the block {A BCD P}. Without loss, assume that P is joined to I and L
by a block {P I L--}, and is not joined to O. We want to show that {A BCD P}
and {P I L--} meet in P only .
Suppose that these blocks meet in a further point, which we can assume is D. Then
we have a block {P I L DR} where R is a point not joined to A.
Next we consider the grid Yp • Let parallel class I be the class containing {A BCD}
and class II the class containing {A E F G} and {I L DR} . P is not joined to 0 but is
joined to A and G on {A NO Q G}; hence there is a block {P N Q --} which
cannot contain B, C (because of {A BCD P}) or G. Hence this block is in class I and
contains E or F. Without loss, we can assume that we have {P N Q F -} and the
remaining point must be one of I, Lor R. However, P, N, Q and F are all joined to A ,
so we must have {P N Q F R} .
P is joined to A, I and E on the block {A HI J E} and hence to one of H or J. Again
without loss, we can assume that P is joined to H and then we have a block
{P I H --} which is in parallel class I of Y p and so contains E or G. But from
{A HI J E} we must have {P I H G S} , where S is a point not joined to A .
Furthermore, P cannot be joined to K (because of {A B H K N}) or J.
Now, considering the block {A K L M F} we have a block {P M L - -} which is
again in parallel class I of Yp and hence contains E and a further point not equal to R
or S, not joined to A . So we have a block {P M LET}, where T is a point not joined
to A that completes class I.
Finally , to complete parallel class II of Yp we note that P is joined to M and Q on
{A DJ M Q}, and to Hand N on {A B H K N}. Hence we have 2 blocks {P M QS-}
and {P H NT -}, where the missing points are Band C. Then {A B H K N} implies
that {P H NT -} cannot contain B.
So, without loss we can represent the blocks on P that do not contain A as follows:
{PILDR}
{PGHIS}
{PCHNT}
{PBQMS}
{P F N Q R }
{PELM T}
where R, Sand T are points not joined to A.
Consider the point H which is joined to P, T and E on the block {P ELM T}. Since
e = 0, 2 or 4, H must be joined to exactly one of Lor M . Now H is joined to A , K and
one of L or M on the block {A F K L M} and so must be joined to F. However, His
already joined to P, A , E and G on the block {P A E FG}, which gives a
contradiction. 0
LEMMA 2.5. If A.A .P = 12 then A.x ,Y = 12 for all joined points X and Y of Y.
PROOF. We prove the thesis with Y = P and X contained in a block with A and P.
The result will follow by the residual connectedness.
Let P', P" be the other 2 points of the block on A , P and X. Let y be this block and
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x the other block on X and A. Let Xl' X 2 and X 3 be the other 3 points of x, and u, the
block on A and Xi other than x (i = 1, 2, 3). Let Vi be the block on P meeting u, in 2
points not containing A. We have Xi on Vi; otherwise Xi belongs to the block, say v',
containing P and A and meeting u, in 2 points. In this case, v', x and y form a triangle
in the residue of A, which is impossible. If v'is defined as above, Vi n V' = P.
However, V I meets y in 2 points, namely A and P.
In fact, v'is the block on A and P other than y. It follows from the above that Vi
meets y in a further point, say Y;, other than P (we see this in the residue of P).
Clearly, Y; '* X; otherwise a triangle appears in the residue of X, as Xi E Vi' X is joined
to the 3 points Xi, Y; and P, of Vi' Hence X is joined to 4 points of Vi' Finally, we have
found 3 'parallel' blocks VI, V2 and V3 on P not on X such that each of them has 4
points joined to X. This is enough to obtain Ax,p = 12. 0
PROPOSITION 2.6. There exists a pair of joined points A and P in ::f with AA,P = 12 iff
e = 0 or 4 for all anti-flags of ::f.
PROOF. This follows immediately from Lemmas 2.2 and 2.5. o
Next we assume that AA,P = 10. As before, using the representation of the blocks on
A, without loss we can assume that P is joined to L, M, 0 and Q. Then there are
essentially 3 distinct ways to complete the blocks on P:
(i) {PGLMR}
{PEOQS}
{PCMQT}
{PD LO U}
{PFUVT}
{PBVSR}
(ii) {PGLMR}
{PEOQS}
{PDLOT}
{PBMQ U}
{P FTUV}
{PCVSR}
(iii) {PLODR}
{PLMGS}
{POQFT}
{PMQCU}
{PBTVS}
{PRUEV}
where R, S, T, U, and V are points not joined to A.
LEMMA 2.7. If AA,P = 10 then the blocks on P must be arranged as in (iii) above.
PROOF. Assume that the blocks on P are arranged as in (i) above. Since 0 and Q
are both joined to P, E, G and A on the block {A E F G P} neither are joined to F.
Then F is joined to P, T and M on the block {P C M Q T}' and hence F must be
joined to C. Now from the grid ::fA' since AA,C'* 12 by Lemma 2.5, we must have that
C is joined to G.
Also, F is joined to A, C and L on the block {A C I L O} and hence F is joined to 1.
Now I is not joined to P but is joined to A, E and F on the block {A E F G P} and
hence I is joined to G. This now gives a contradiction, as we have G joined to all 5
points on the block {A C I L O}.
Next we assume that the blocks on P are arranged as in (ii) above. Then Q is joined
to A, B, D, E, G, J, M, N, 0, P, Sand U of which B, D, E, G, J, M, N, 0 and Pare
joined to A and A, B, D, E, G, M, 0, Sand U are joined to P.
From the block {A E H I J}, Q is joined to exactly one of I or H. If Q is joined to H
but not I the block {A I L 0 C} implies that Q is not joined to L. But the blocks
{P G L M R} and {P D LOT} then imply that Q is joined to both Rand T. This gives
Ap,Q> 10, which contradicts Lemma 2.5.
If Q is joined to I but not H, the block {A B H K N} implies that Q is joined to K.
This gives AA,Q > 10, which again contradicts Lemma 2.5. 0
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3. THE TWISTED HALF JOHNSON GEOMETRY
Let A be a point of Y such that there exists a point P with AA,P = 10. Consider the
point graph T of Y. We say that the vertices X adjacent to A are of type 1 if AA,X =10,
type 2 if AA,X = 6 and X is adjacent to vertices of type 1, and type 3 if AA,X = 6 and X is
not adjacent to vertices of type 1.
Following Lemma 2.7 we can easily see the adjacencies between the 16 vertices
adjacent to A. There are 9 vertices of type 1, which together with A form a clique of
size 10, 6 vertices of type 2, and one of type 3. Furthermore, vertices of type 1 are
adjacent to 2 vertices of type 2 and 5 vertices distance 2 from A. Vertices of type 2 are
adjacent to 3 vertices of type 1, 2 vertices of type 2, 1 vertex of type 3, and 9 vertices
distance 2 from A. The vertex of type 3 is adjacent to all 6 vertices of type 2 and 9
vertices distance 2 from A.
We now distinguish two types of points in the geometry. We shall say that a point A
is of type A if there exists a point P with AA,P = 10 and of type B if not.
So far we have 10 points of type A forming a clique in r.
LEMMA 3.1. The 10 points of type A, together with the blocks of Y that each contain
4 of these 10 points, form an extended 3 X 3 grid that is also a 2-(10,4,2) design.
PROOF. Lemma 2.7 implies that if AA,X= 10 we know how the blocks on A and X
are uniquely arranged. It is therefore sufficient to check that the blocks on A that
contain 4 points of the 10 of type A form a 3 x 3 grid when A is removed. 0
LEMMA 3.2 [2]. There exists a unique 2-(10, 4, 2) design that is an extended 3 x 3
grid. It has 15 blocks, with 6 blocks on any point.
Returning to the point graph r, for the vertex A there exists a unique vertex A' of
type 3. A' is not adjacent to any vertices of type 1, and all 6 vertices adjacent to A and
A' are of type 2. This remains true for all points of type A. Hence for any point A of
type A there exists a unique point A' with AA,A' = 6, where A' is not joined to any
point X with AA,X = 10. Furthermore, all 6 points Yon the 2 blocks joining A and A I
have AA, Y = 6. We also note that if AA,X = 10 then X is of type A and X' is not joined
to A.
LEMMA 3.3. If A is a point of type A then A' is also a point of type A.
PROOF. A lies in a clique of size 10. Let X be a further point in this clique; then
AA,X= 10. We show that X' is joined to A'. Note that X' is not joined to A. There are
2 blocks containing A and X, both of which have 2 further points of type 1 with respect
to A and one of type 2 with respect to A. Since X' is joined to X, X' must be joined to
both points Y and Z of type 2 with respect to A on the blocks containing A and X
(since X' is only joined to 1 point of type 1, which is X). Each of Yand Z themselves
are on 2 blocks that contain A, A' and one of Y and Z. Hence X' is joined to a further
point on both of these blocks. This point must be A'; otherwise, X' is joined to a
point, say C, on a block not on X containing 3 points of type 1 with respect to A,
whereas it cannot be joined to any of these 3 points.
It now follows that A' lies in a clique of size 10 and hence is of type A. 0
LEMMA 3.4. If A is a point of type A and Y*A' is a point with AA, Y = 6, then Y is a
point of type B.
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PROOF. Y is of type 2 with respect to A. Let c be the clique containing A. Then Y is
on a block with A and A'. Let c' be the clique containing A'. Clearly, c n c' is empty
and Y ft. c'.
From Lemma 3.2 each point of both c and c' lies on 6 blocks that meet their
respective cliques in 4 points. So, for A and A I there are exactly 2 blocks that meet c
and c' in A and A' only. Y is on only one of these blocks, and hence there is a block
through Y and A that contains 4 points of c, one of which is A. Similarly, there is a
block on Y and A I that contains 4 points of c', Hence Y is joined to 4 points in both c
and c',
Now suppose that Y is of type A. Then Y has 9 points X, with Ay,x = 10. Since Y is
joined to 16 points at least 1 of these 9 must be in c or c'. But this implies that Y is in c
or c', a contradiction. 0
Again we consider the clique c containing A. Each vertex of c is adjacent to 6
vertices of type B. Also, if X is in c then X' is adjacent to the same 6 vertices of type B
as X and no more. Each vertex of type B obtained in this way is adjacent to 4 vertices
of the clique containing A and 4 corresponding vertices of the clique containing A'.
This gives 15 vertices of type B that are adjacent to vertices in the clique of A.
LEMMA 3.5. T contains 35 vertices, 15 of type B, and 20 of type A that form 2 cliques
of size 10.
PROOF. Let B be a vertex of type B that is adjacent to vertices of the clique
containing A. B is joined to exactly 4 points of the clique, one of which we will assume
is A. Now AA,B = 6, 4 points of which are of type A and 2 are of type B. Each point of
type B, joined to B, is joined to exactly 1 of the 4 points in the clique that are joined to
B. Hence B is adjacent to 8 of the 15 vertices of type B already considered, 4 vertices
of the clique on A, and 4 of the clique on A'. So there are no more vertices. 0
LEMMA 3.6. The subgraph of T induced on the 15 vertices of type B is strongly
regular, with parameters (15, 8, 4, 4).
PROOF. Each of the 15 points of type B lies on a unique block that contains 4 points
of type A, all of which lie in the same clique. Hence the points of type B are in
one-to-one correspondence with the blocks of the 2-design of Lemma 3.1. Further-
more, if two points of type B are joined then they are joined by a block that contains
exactly 2 points of type A, one from each clique, and a block that contains no points of
type A. Hence the subgraph induced on the vertices of type B is isomorphic to the
graph the vertices of which are the blocks of the 2-design, two vertices being adjacent
iff as blocks they meet in exactly one point. 0
THEOREM 3.7. There exists a unique extended 4 x 4 grid 9' with the property that
AA,P = 10 for some pair of joined points A and P.
PROOF. Firstly we construct the point graph T of Y. Let Y 1 and 9'; be 2 isomorphic
copies of the unique 2-(10,4,2) extended 3 x 3 grid. Let T' be the block graph of 9'1
described in Lemma 3.6. Then the vertices of T consist of the points of Y 1 and 9';,
together with the vertices of T"; all vertices of Y 1 being adjacent to each other, and
similarly for 9';. Each vertex of 9'1 is adjacent to its image in 9';. Vertices of rare
adjacent as in I"; as well as being adjacent to the 4 vertices of 9'1 and of 9'; that
correspond to the blocks of 9'1 and 9';.
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Now the points of Yare the vertices of r. For every block y of Y 1 and Y{ we define
y, together with its image point in I", to be a block of Y. There are 30 such blocks.
Next we note that a vertex A of Y1 is adjacent to 6 vertices of T' that form 2 disjoint
triangles in I": We then take A and A' from Y{ together with each triangle to be
blocks of Y. This produces 20 further blocks.
Finally, we take the 6 cliques of size 5 that occur in T' (each vertex appears in
exactly 2 such cliques) to be blocks of Y.
This produces a geometry on 35 points that has 56 blocks, which is necessarily
unique. Hence we must in fact have the twisted half Johnson geometry [4]. 0
Now, from Lemma 2.2, we have Ap,Q = 6, 10 or 12 for all joined points. If Ap,Q = 6
always occurs then, by Proposition 2.3, Y is a locally 4 x 4 grid graph. In [1] it is shown
that there exist 4 such geometries.
If Ap,Q =12 then, by Proposition 2.6, Y is a 4-uniform extended generalized
quadrangle of order (3,1). In [3] it is shown that there is only one such geometry.
Otherwise Ap,Q =10 occurs and we have the following theorem.
THEOREM 3.8. Let Y be an extended 4 x 4 grid. Then Y is one of the following:
(i) a locally 4 x 4 grid graph;
(ii) the unique 4-uniform E.G.Q. (3,1);
(iii) the twisted half Johnson geometry.
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